Users manual MSB6-Premium Telescopic Mast
Transport:
•
•

The Telescopic mast in Box is equipped with 4 lifting eyes
Equipped with sleeves for transport with forklift

Users manual 4-piece telescopic mast in box (TM Box)
Must be installed by a professional person.
For using the telescopic mast, see figure Exploded View
From windspeed more then 40 km/hrs slide the mast down complete into the box.
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Before using, level the Telescopic mast in Box on a stable ground
Open the doorsize with the winch in front of you
Pull out the 4 stabilzers and slide out to the maximum size
Lock each stabilizer with the bolt inside, not possible to slide in/out
Turn out the wheel and level each stabilizer
Open both top covers for assembling the floodlight, camera, etc. on the T-part of
the telescopic mast
Take care there is enough space for winching out/in during assembling the
floodlights etc.
Check the cable position and the position of the steel wire.
The winch should rattle during hoisting.
Extend the mast to his maximum size until it automatical locks the inner mast
(automatic lock in front of the mast)
To provide tolerance between the masts, turn the winch slightly forward until the
stainless steel cable is in a tighten position.
Close and lock the 2 topcovers
Telescopic Box is ready for use

Lower the telescopic mast in box (slide in)
-

Open the frontdoor and both topcovers of the Telescopic mast in Box
Unlock the automatic locker and slide gently down the inner mast until it drops
completely inside the box
Turn in the wheels and unlock the 4 stabilizers and slide them inside the box
Close the topcovers and the door
Check if everything is safe and ready for transport

Although composed with the utmost care, we can accept no liability for any damage caused
by errors / omissions in the texts

